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Chapter 1371

For a moment, people were stunned and didn't seem to understand what was
happening.

And at the moment of Luo frost and Han Yu, is also a burst of consternation,
then show shock and fear of color, the body can't help but repeatedly retreat,
want to leave.

But at this time, Chen Fei stopped in front of them again and said in a cold
voice, "do you want to go? Is it that simple? "

"Brother, you lied to us Luoshuang can't believe it. Look at luofengdao.

They didn't expect that it was Chen Ziling who Luo Feng pursued, and the
other party didn't agree.

Hearing Luo Feng's words, not only Luo Shuang and Han Yu, but also the
young ladies around them were all surprised, showing their astonished
expression.

"Besides, Han Yu, I have nothing to do with you. Both families haven't
settled yet. I don't like people saying "seven or eight" in the name of my
fiancee
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Luo Feng said coldly: "I can solemnly tell you now that purple spirit is not
around me. I have been pursuing Ziling, but she didn't agree. "

"Luo Shao, we --" Han Yu also said.

"Brother, I --" what else does Luo Shuang want to say.

Speaking of this, Luo Feng's face is gloomy, and he has roughly guessed
what's going on. He says coldly: "are you saying evil words to Ziling? Go to
apologize immediately."

"What's more, we haven't done anything. It's just that they are not good. That
purple spirit has been around you recently. I don't think she is kind-hearted,
so I just said a few words. Besides, the relationship between sister Yu and
brother is just a couple, and can't be interfered by other people - "

LUO Shuang mumbled and said in a dissatisfied tone:" brother, why are you
so loud? You scared me. Just say it. I'm not saying it. "

"That's Mr. Chen. That's my friend." Luo Feng snorted coldly, and then
asked, "what's the matter? What did you do to Mr. Chen and Ziling? "

Luo frost a burst of aggrieved appearance, to Luo wind way: "elder brother,
why do you so troublesome?". Send someone to teach that guy a lesson! He
beat us, you are not my brother

Luo Feng hears speech, eyes back, look at Luo frost and Han Yu, deep voice
way: "Luo frost, you say, in the end is how to return a responsibility?"
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Chen Fei snorted coldly and said to Luo Feng, "ask them what they have said
and done to Ziling. If I ask them to apologize and they don't want to, I'll have
to do it. "

"Mr. Chen, this --" Luo Feng hears speech, once again startled, immediately
cautiously ask a way.

Chen Fei cold face, deep voice way: "they, is I hit."

Luo Feng looks at Han Yu's red and swollen cheek, and then looks at Tan
Shan, who is helped over by others. He can't help but be surprised. With the
color of inquiry, he looks at Chen Fei.

Luo Shuang pursed her lips and shook her head: "brother, I didn't make a
mistake. You are the so-called friend. You just started to hurt Tan Shan, and
you still want to hit us. If you don't believe it, look at sister Yu's face

"Rosanna, have you made a mistake. Mr. Chen and Ziling are my friends Luo
Feng frowned.

Luo Feng looked in the direction of Luo Shuang's finger and found that Chen
Fei and Chen Ziling were standing here. He was shocked, "Mr. Chen, Ziling!"

"Brother, they bullied us. What's more, that guy hurt a Shan. " Luo Shuang
points to Chen Fei and Chen Ziling and tells them.

Luo Feng sees this, can't help but be surprised, "how is this to return a
responsibility?"
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"Lo Shao, here you are." Han Yu also covered his cheek with a tearful
expression.

"Brother, you must make the decision for me! Someone bullied me and sister
Yu. " Luo Shuang said coquettishly.

At this time, Han Yu and Luo Shuang, who are nervous and afraid, see the
arrival of Luo Feng. They suddenly seem to find the backbone and quickly
greet him.

It turned out that when he was talking about things in the house, he heard that
there was a lot of noise outside, so he stopped the business and came out to
see what was going on.

Then, several figures quickly came to this side. The leader is Luo Feng and
Luo Shao.

At this moment, a voice rang, "what's the matter?"

As Chen Fei was about to count down to the last word, he raised his arm and
was ready to start.

"Three, two --"

with the countdown of time, Chen Fei's steps approached the second daughter
step by step, and her face became more and more ugly.

At this time, Chen Fei coldly countdown, "ten, nine, eight, seven..."

For a moment, the two girls hesitated.
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However, it is very difficult for them to apologize and admit their mistakes in
public.

Han Yu and Luo Shuang two girls smell speech, can't help but complexion a
white, facial expression some fear.

"Hum!" Seeing this, Chen Fei hums coldly, ignoring these bullying guys.
Instead, he looks back at Han Yu and Luo Shuang. He says coldly, "my
patience is limited. I've been there for dozens of seconds. If you don't
apologize, don't blame me for not giving face to Luo Feng and moving my
hand directly."

Some of them are grumpy. They want to rush over and do it directly. But
seeing Chen Fei's raised right arm, he took a look at the direction of Tan
Shan, and then retreated.This time, Chen Fei seems to poke a beehive, and
directly offends all the young boys and girls. One by one, he stares at Chen
Fei with gloomy faces and bad expressions.

Chen Fei glanced at the young ladies who came to persuade them to make
peace. He ignored them and drank coldly, "go away!"

………

"It's not a big deal either. Otherwise, in my face, let's step back and make
up!"

"Yes, you and Luo Shao know each other. I don't want to fall out with Miss
Luo Shuang and Miss Han Yu! "

"Mr. Chen, no matter what happens, let's sit down and have a good talk.
There's no need to move."
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At this time, the young ladies and young brothers who were watching seemed
unable to see any more. A few people came over with a peacemaker attitude
and began to speak.

"You --" Chen Fei's face sank, staring at Luo Shuang, and his palm was
already raised. If it wasn't for the sake of this woman's sister Luo Feng, Chen
Fei would have beaten her up.

Luo Shuang still defends, "originally is your younger sister not first, first
seduces my elder brother.". Why should we apologize! "

"You --" Han Yu looked at Chen Ziling, unwilling to let go.

Chen Fei snorted coldly and looked at the two humanitarians: "I want you to
apologize!"

"You, what do you want to do?" Luo frost tone some tremble of point to Chen
Fei Road.

Luo Feng frowned and said in a cold voice, "go to apologize to Mr. Chen and
Ziling right away, right away!"

"But --" what else did luoshuang want to say.

Luo Feng glared at her fiercely and yelled: "nothing, but, apologize
immediately!"
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Chapter 1372

Luo frost drum mouth, a pair of reluctant appearance, but still bow to Chen
Fei and Chen Ziling apologized.

Immediately, Luo Feng comes forward, bows to Chen Fei and Chen Ziling,
and says sorry!

Until Chen Fei nodded slightly, Luo Feng just stood up straight.

At this time, a burst of warm cheers outside rang out, surrounded by the
crowd, a tall young figure came this way.

"Yes? But I don't think so. " Han Yu is resolute.

Luo Feng was silent and frowned. Looking at Han Yu, he said in a deep
voice: "Han Yu, it's the best result for you to end this matter. I can tell you
that it is absolutely not good for you and the Han family to make things big
and continue to pester you. "

"Frost also added:" he was hit in the side

At this time, Han Yu said in a voice: "Luo Shao, it's me who was beaten. My
face hasn't been swollen yet. It's not the end of the matter. "
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"What The Luo breeze hears speech, immediately frown, to Luo frost Li
shout a way, "you are mischievous what, this matter has already ended. How
can you -- "

LUO Shuang said:" brother, sister Yu's sword brother is here. We need
justice. "

"What are you doing here?" Luo Feng frowned.

At this time, Luo Shuang, Han Yu and Tan Shan come in with a happy face.

"What's the matter?" Luo Feng looks puzzled and wants to go and see what's
going on.

However, just when they started, a loud voice and footsteps came towards
them.

Immediately, Chen Fei is not interested in staying. He says goodbye to Luo
Feng and is ready to leave. Luo Feng got up to see him off.

After hearing this, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling nodded and understood Luo
Feng.

But I didn't expect to encounter such a thing today. Luo Feng doesn't care so
much. He gets angry with Han Yu directly in public, which can be regarded
as pointing out the discord between them.
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However, Luo Feng really doesn't like her and keeps away from her. Because
of the relative relationship between the two families, Luo Feng has not
directly torn the skin, to get rid of the relationship with Han Yu.

Luo Feng is not interested in Han Yu, but Han Yu seems to be entangled with
Luo Feng. He often speaks in the name of Luo Feng's fiancee on various
occasions, openly and secretly, and wants to push the boat along the river to
confirm their relationship.

Therefore, the relationship between Luo Feng and Han Yu has always been in
a hazy state.

However, Luo Feng doesn't feel much about Han Yu. Luo Dongfang's attitude
towards the Han family has always been ambiguous. He doesn't make clear
whether he is willing or not.

Because of this, Luobeihe and luoshuang are in the same room. They have
been secretly matching Luofeng and Hanyu. They want to be together and
make the Luos and Hanyu closer.

However, Luofeng's second uncle Luobeihe married the second young lady
of the Han family, that is, luoshuang's mother. Luo Shuang and Han Yu are
sisters.

Han Yu is the eldest lady of the Han family in Beijing. The Han family is not
a small family in Beijing, which is similar to the Xia family before, and even
slightly inferior. Generally speaking, compared with the Luo family, it is a
grade lower.
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It turns out that naluoshuang is the daughter of Luobei River, the second
uncle of Luofeng. Because the second uncle and the second aunt are usually
spoiled, she has developed a delicate temperament.

At this time, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling side, Luo Feng once again
apologized, and then explained something just now.

………

"Yes, we must! Look at that guy's arrogance, I want to hit him. " Luo Shuang
gritted her teeth and said, "and my brother, I don't know what's crazy, but he's
so polite to that guy --"

Han Yu nodded and said: "brother Jian is a warrior, a very powerful warrior.
Even in the list of Qianlong, brother Jian is the one on the list. When he
comes, I'll show them some color. "

Smell speech, Luo frost can't help but show excited color, "Yu elder sister,
sword elder brother, he is the person that Ling long organizes, and still is the
member of special team.". That's one of the special forces. It's absolutely
elite! "

Han Yu nodded and said, "it's my brother Jian. He's on holiday today. I let
him come

Next to him, Luo Shuang said, "sister Yu, is brother Han Jian back?"

Han Yu put away his mobile phone, and his face was covered with a shade of
evil.
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"OK, OK, I'll be right here. A quarter of an hour at the most, you wait! " The
other side said, and then ended the call.

"Brother Jian, don't ask. Come here, or it's too late." Han Yu urged.

"What's the matter, in such a hurry?" Brother Jian asked.

Han Yu smell speech, eyes a turn, seem to think of something, even busy
way: "brother sword, I'm in the courtyard here party, you come quickly.". I
have something urgent on my side. I need your help urgently. "

"It's a holiday today, and I'm back. Where am I going to find you? " Brother
Jian on the other end of the phone is the voice of a young man.

At this time, a music ring, Han Yu felt out the mobile phone, a look at the
name on the caller ID, suddenly surprised, "brother sword, how do you have
time to call me!"Luo frost full of don't understand, the mouth constantly
mumbles, to Luo Feng's behavior very don't understand. Han Yu, on the other
hand, looks gloomy and stares at their back as they leave. His eyes are full of
resentment. He grits his teeth and says, "Chen Ziling, Chen Fei. I remember
you, you wait for me, I -- "

you know, he is Luo Shao of Luo family in Beijing! It is absolutely famous.

Behind him, a group of young brothers and young ladies were puzzled and
frowned at the scene. They really don't understand why Luo Feng is so
respectful and humble to Chen Fei.

With that, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling turn around and leave here. Luo Feng
catches up and apologizes and explains what happened today.
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Chen Fei looked at their apology and snorted coldly, saying: "today is to look
at the face of Luo Feng, I'm merciful, otherwise, today's matter is not so easy
to end."

"I -" Han Yu frowned, with a reluctant expression, but after all, it was Luo
Feng's words. After thinking for a while, she bowed her head and apologized.

Then he looked at Han Yu, his face serious and cold, "Han Yu, I suggest you
immediately apologize to Mr. Chen and Miss Chen and admit your mistake. I
say that for the sake of your family

Han Yu saw this and couldn't help smiling. He waved and said, "brother Jian,
this way!"

Luo Shuang and Tan Shan also welcomed the past, around the childe brother
and miss, also all eyes gathered over, eyes with excited look.

Seeing this, Luo Feng can't help but frown. He comes to Chen Fei and says in
a low voice, "Mr. Chen, things seem to be in trouble."
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Chapter 1373

"What's the matter? Is the person called by the other party very powerful? "
Chen Fei asked.

Luo Feng nodded and said in a voice: "that's Han Yu's cousin. He has been
practicing martial arts in the army since he was a child, and his strength is
very strong. Now he's in the special army of Linglong. He's the best of the
best. "

Hearing this, Chen Fei couldn't help but be surprised. Instead, he thought of
his own five element team as an instructor.

Immediately stand up, forehead full of sweat voice: "please Mr. Chen
punish!"

Han Jian sees this and understands that Chen Fei doesn't want to expose his
identity as the instructor of the five elements team in public, so he doesn't
dare to say anything more.

When the other side didn't say anything, Chen Fei gave Han Jian a look,
stopped his words, and said in a cold voice, "come on, how can we solve this
matter?"
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When he heard Chen Fei's voice, Han Jian came back to himself and said,
"Chen Jiao --"

on the contrary, Chen Fei came to Han Jian and said, "Han Jian, I didn't
expect to meet you here today. You're quite free!"

"Brother Jian, brother Jian, what's the matter with you?" At this time, Han Yu
looked at the Han Jian with a stiff face and sweat on his forehead. He couldn't
help showing his doubts. He pulled Han Jian a few times, but Han Jian was
like a stone carving without any action at all.

On the other side, Luo Shuang, looking at Chen Fei in a puffy manner, said in
a voice: "most of the people who don't know what to do are dying, and they
are still speechless. Brother Jian's strength is not what you can resist. Wait,
you'll see. "

"Well, what are you talking about?" Han Yu frowned, then continued to pull
the sword brother's clothes around him, and reminded him.

At this time, Chen Fei snorted coldly and said, "even if you give him a
hundred more courage, he doesn't dare to fight me!"

However, after that, Han Yu found that there was no movement around him.
Can't help a Leng, pulled the sword elder brother's clothes, voice way:
"sword elder brother, what's the matter with you? Do it

Seeing this, Han Yu's eyes sank and said, "how dare you be arrogant. Brother
Jian, it's him who beat me. Teach him a lesson. "
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But at this time, Chen Fei has already stepped towards the other side, looking
serious.

"But -" Luo Feng was surprised and worried.

However, at this time, Chen Fei suddenly came up and said to Luo Feng,
"Luo Feng, don't bother you. I'll do it. "

"Lothar, shut up Seeing this, Luo Feng murmured to Luo Shuang, then
stepped forward, his eyes fell on Han Jian, ready to speak, "Han Jian, there
may be some misunderstanding, I -"

... "

"If you don't want to die, kneel down and admit your mistake now.
Otherwise, it will be too late for you to beg for mercy when brother Jian
comes out."

"You two, my brother sword is here, you two, don't you come here and
apologize and admit your mistake!"

Luo Shuang and Han Yu are full of satisfaction. As soon as they come over,
they shout at Chen Fei and Chen Ziling.

In the sound of a discussion, the other side came forward bravely and looked
this way.

………

"Let's see. We can't tell what's going on."
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"No way! The Luo family and the Han family are related, and Luo Feng and
Han Yu are closely related. There's no need to fall out with the Han family for
the sake of two ordinary friends! It's not worth it at all

"However, looking at the appearance of Luo Feng and Luo Shao, it seems
that he wants to stand out for that boy?"

"Ha ha, arrogant guy, I don't know what this place is. Now I'm going to
suffer. I'm afraid it's too late to regret. "

"No! Han Jian is a member of the five elements team of Linglong. He is an
absolute martial arts expert. If he beats that boy hard, I'm afraid it's all light. "

"Now, there's a good play. Han Jian has come back, and the boy has suffered.
"

The other onlookers, the elder brothers and the younger ladies, are now
looking like a good play, watching the two sides who are about to fight, and
talking incessantly.

Seeing this, Luo Feng stepped forward and said to Chen Fei, "Mr. Chen, wait
a minute. I'll negotiate first."

With that, brother Jian and his party came to Chen Fei.

"Lead the way, I'm going to see who that arrogant guy is?"

After hearing this, brother Jian couldn't help looking pale and said coldly,
"there are other things like this. It's too much. Bullying my sister, Han Jian, I
must make him pay for it. "
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Then, Han Yu and Luo Shuang quickly told the story again. Of course, in
their mouth, things add fuel to each other's feelings. They are completely
bullied and the other side is extremely vicious.

"What? How dare anyone beat you here? " Brother Jian frowned and then
asked, "what is the specific situation?"

"Brother Jian, we have been bullied. Even sister Yu has been beaten, and ah
Shan. " Luo Shuang said.

Mention this, Han Yu and Luo frost immediately together sink the facial
expression, the facial expression is not pleased.

Brother Jian laughed and then said, "OK, no chatting. Come on, what's the
matter with you calling me here in such a hurry? ""That's brother Jian. You're
very strong yourself. Otherwise, it's you who replace the position, not
others." Han Yu said with a smile.

Brother Jian laughed and said, "not yet. How can it be so fast. It's just that
there are some adjustments in our troops. If there is a vacancy, I will replace
them. "

Han Yu is also full of excitement, pull sword elder brother, voice way: "elder
brother, what position are you now? Strength has been promoted again? "

"Brother Jian, you are promoted. That's great Luo Shuang clapped his hands.

Brother Jian was in a good mood. He put on a smile at the corner of his
mouth and said, "we're going to train soon, so we have a day off. Besides, I'm
in it. I've just been promoted recently, so I want to come back and talk to my
family. "
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But Luo Shuang, excited and intimate at the moment, took brother Jian's arm
and said: "brother Jian, why are you free today

Tan Shan nodded and looked at brother Jian with longing and fear.

"Yu'er, you are so old, how can you still act like a coquetry?" Brother Jian
rubs Han Yu's head. Then he sees Luo Shuang and Tan Shan next to him and
nods to say hello, "Xiao Shuang and Tan Shan are here!"

On the other side, Han Yu had already met the tall young man, and rushed to
the other side's arms. He said in a slightly coquettish voice: "brother Jian, you
are here at last."

Seeing Chen Fei's unexpected expression, Luo Feng thought he was worried,
and then said, "my Luo family and Han family are relatives after all. I'll talk
about it later. There should be no problem. "

Chen Fei waved his hand and said, "punishment is not enough. You can solve
their own problems."

"Yes, Mr. Chen!" Han Jian nodded respectfully.

Then Chen Fei turned and went back to one side.
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Chapter 1374

Seeing this, Luo Shuang and Han Yu, who were originally going to watch a
good play, suddenly show surprise and look at it inconceivably.

"Brother Jian, what's the matter?"

"Why did you let him go! Brother Jian, we - "

" moreover, brother Jian also mentioned the army. Does that guy have
something to do with brother Jian's spirit dragon army? "

The two girls looked at each other and said in a voice, "what's the matter with
brother Jian? Seems to be a little scared? Is Chen Fei really powerful? "

Han Yu and Luo Shuang look at Han Jian who resolutely leaves. They can't
help but frown. They feel that things seem to be untrue.

"You go home early, too, and don't make any more trouble. If you have time,
ask Luo Feng to take it with you, and then go and apologize to Mr. Chen! "
Han Jian told him to leave immediately and go back to the army directly.

Han Jian looked at some dull two girls and said in a voice: "you think about
it, don't do such stupid things again. I have to go back first. Today, I have to
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go back to the army to explain it. Otherwise, I will leave a bad impression on
Mr. Chen and it will be bad. "

This result alone shocked and incredible the second daughter.

After all, the Xia family is an absolute big family in the capital. Although
they are weaker than the Luo family, they are more powerful than the Han
family. This kind of big family was destroyed by Chen Fei alone, and after
the destruction, he was still at ease and nothing happened.

The second daughter was in a daze, and it seemed that she could not accept
this kind of thing.

"That's why I just asked you to apologize to Mr. Chen. Now, you should
understand my good intentions! " Han Jian explained.

Han Jian looked serious and said firmly: "I'm not joking with you. I can tell
you solemnly. The Xia family was destroyed by Mr. Chen alone. Moreover,
Mr. Chen has other identities and strengths that we can't easily provoke. "

………

"That's the Xia family. He's alone. How can it be --"

"brother Jian, you're kidding, absolutely kidding!"

"What, this, how is this possible?"

Han Jian continued: "the man who destroyed the Xia family is Mr. Chen Fei."
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Referring to the Xia family, Han Yu and Luo Shuang nodded to show their
understanding.

Han Jianshen said: "some time ago, the Xia family in the capital was
destroyed, you know?"

"What's the matter?" The second daughter looks at Han Jian curiously.

Han Jian sighed a long time and said, "can I laugh at such things? There are
some things I can't tell you. But there's one thing I can tell you. "

"Brother Jian, are you kidding! You are a member of the Linglong five
elements team, a martial arts expert in the early stage of the prefecture level.
How can you not be the opponent of that guy? " The second daughter didn't
believe in Tao.

Han Jian paused for a moment and said in a voice: "I can't disclose Mr.
Chen's identity and strength. Anyway, I'm not his opponent in front of Mr.
Chen."

"My brother was fascinated by the fox spirit around him, so he --" said Luo
shuangdu.

"It's really no good to offend him. It will only bring trouble to our two
families. " Han Jiandao, then saw that the second daughter still had an
expression of disbelief and continued to persuade him, "Luo Shuang, if you
don't believe it, you don't think about your brother Luo Feng. Why does he
respect Chen Fei so much? Do you think your brother is a fool?"
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Han Jian heard the speech, but his face sank and said in a low voice: "don't
talk nonsense. I tell you that Mr. Chen's strength and identity are not what
you see on the surface. "

"That boy, he's not in the ordinary? What's unusual about him? Isn't he just a
smelly boy from other places? " Han Yu and Luo Shuang all have a puzzled
expression.

Han Jiandao: "I did it for your own good! Mr. Chen's status is unusual. He
can't be easily provoked. "

"That sword elder brother you how return --" Han Yu full face don't
understand.

Han Jian heard the speech and said in a serious voice: "yu'er, I'm your
brother. Do you really think I won't think about you? "

"Well, I'm not angry!" Han Yu said angrily, although he didn't get angry, his
expression was different. "Anyway, I was beaten and humiliated, and it's not
a big deal. What can I be angry about? "

Han Jian knew that his sister was angry with him. With a sigh, his voice
became soft. He said in a voice, "yu'er, are you still angry with my brother?"

Han Yu lowered his head, a sullen expression, see Han Jian come, also
completely ignore.

Han Yu and Luo Shuang feel extremely oppressed at the moment. Their
famous big family and young lady in the capital are beaten in public on this
occasion. Instead of revenge, they are taught a lesson, which makes them feel
uneasy.
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They wondered why they were so respectful and even a little afraid of Chen
Fei.

At this time, many young brothers and young ladies in the hospital looked at
them with different colors, and their eyes were full of doubts and puzzled
colors.

Until Chen Fei and Chen Ziling disappear, they return to the courtyard from
the outside.Chen Fei was not interested in arguing with them. After a few
simple warnings, he got up and left. Luo Feng and Han Jian quickly and
respectfully send Chen Fei and Chen Ziling away.

After all, Han Yu is still afraid of his cousin. He doesn't dare to say anything
more. He bows down and apologizes. Luo frost and Tan Shan see, can only
also bow to apologize.

Han Jian glared at them and yelled, "don't you even listen to me now? Or you
want me to do it myself. "

"Sword elder brother, how do you --" Han Yu and Luo Shuang face reluctant
expression, in the heart hold back to bend incomparably.

Luo Feng naturally told the story again. After listening to it, Han Jian looked
gloomy and glared at Han Yu, Luo Shuang and Tan Shan. He said harshly,
"you are the first to provoke, and you dare to attack Mr. Chen. Now,
apologize to me. If Mr. Chen doesn't forgive you, don't come back. "

"Shut up, you don't know what you've done." Han Jian saw this, Li drank a,
then came to Luo Feng side, inquired about the details of the matter just now.
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"Brother Jian, it's us who are bullied! How can you -- "Han Yu and Luo
Shuang exclaimed in surprise.

Han Jian snorts coldly, stares at Han Yu and Luo Shuang, and says harshly,
"what happened just now

"How about this? Let's find someone to find out what happened to brother
Jian in the army!" Han Yu suggested.

Luo frost smell speech, immediately nod, immediately thought of what, eyes
a bright, way: "yes, a Shan can.". His tan family is a martial and Taoist
family. His family has relations in the Linglong army. You can inquire about
it. "

"Yes, let Tan Shan call quickly!" Two women quickly will Tan Shan pull
over, three people together for some time, and then dial the phone.

Chapter 1375

Tan Shan made several phone calls, through the family relationship, finally
made things clear.

Finally, after he hung up, he put down his cell phone with a look of surprise
and dullness.
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Seeing this, Luo Shuang and Han Yu frown, reach out and shake Tan Shan
for a while, and urge him to say, "Tan Shan, what do you know? Who is Chen
Fei? "

Chen Fei saw Chen Ziling with his head down and his mouth pursed. He
could not help frowning and worried. He looked at Chen Ziling and asked
softly, "Ziling, why are you unhappy? What happened to Luo Shuang and
Han Yu just now affected you? "

On the other side, at the moment, on the way back from the courtyard Party.

………

Immediately, the three people's frightened mood, it is relaxed.

Han Yu also said: "in this way, we don't have to worry at all."

"Well, isn't that certain? No matter how powerful Chen Fei is, can he be as
powerful as the hidden family? If Xing Rui gets into trouble, he will
definitely suffer. " Luo Shuang said.

After such a reminder, the more Tan Shan thought about it, the more he felt
real. His expression changed. "If it's true, Chen Fei will suffer."

"And, you see, over the years. The major families in the capital are constantly
fighting, and many of them are destroyed, expanded and merged. However,
the Xing family has always been outside these struggles and has not
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participated in them at all. If there is no certain background, how can those
big families leave such a piece of fat in the Xing family

Luo Shuang and Han Yu nodded and said, "it should be true. The rumors
about the Xing family have existed more than ten years ago. Many heads of
big families have visited the Xing family in person. "

"Is it true? Yinmen aristocratic family, that, that's really powerful! " Tan Shan
was surprised.

Now, Tan Shan was surprised to hear that Xing Rui's Xing family came from
the hidden family.

However, the hermit family has always kept a low profile and did not know
their existence to a certain extent.

It is said that there are more powerful families than the Luo and Zhong
families. That is the legendary yinmen family. Every one of them is a giant.
Their strength is much stronger than that of the Luo family and the Zhong
family.

According to the current situation, the Luo family and the Zhong family are
first-class; next, the original Xia family and the Han family, together with
their Tan family, are second-class. As for other family forces, there is a slight
difference, but their strength is basically within this range, not much
difference.

As a powerful person in the capital, he naturally knew the strength and
branches of the major families in the capital.
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"Hidden family! This -- "Tan Shan was shocked, and his face looked
astonished.

It's said that Xing yinshuang is a member of the Luo family. The Xing family
in the capital is just a stronghold outside the real Xing family. The real Xing
family is not something we can guess. "

"How come the Xing family is so powerful?" Tan Shan was surprised.

Luo Shuang stares at her boyfriend and says: "what do you know! The Xing
family in Beijing is just a cover. The real Xing family is much more
powerful. Even our Luo family, in front of the real Xing family, is no match
at all. "

"What identity? Xing Rui's Xing family is not very powerful! In the capital, it
can only be regarded as a second rate family! " Tan Shan didn't understand.

Han Yu looked at Tan Shan and said in a voice, "don't you know the identity
of Xing Rui?"

Seeing this, Tan Shan couldn't help but be stunned. He looked puzzled and
asked the second daughter, "what do you mean? How -- "

..."

"Ha ha, there's a good play to see."

"Now, we don't have to worry at all. Chen Fei has to worry about how long
he will be able to hop! "
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"Originally, as the instructor of his Linglong five elements team, we were
really scared, but unexpectedly, he offended Xing Rui. He wanted to die
himself!"

"Xing Rui, Chen Fei offended Xing Rui!"

As a result, after listening, the two girls squinted and looked at each other. It
seemed that they thought of something, and then a smile appeared at the
corner of their mouth.

His words were meant to comfort the two girls so that they would not have to
worry so much and be more relaxed.

"Xing Rui is not easy to provoke. Chen Fei is busy dealing with him, so he
should have no time to take care of us." Tan Shan said.

"It is said that Xing Rui is very dissatisfied with this. Recently, he is out on a
mission. When he comes back, he should go to find Chen Fei. "

Tan Shan said: "as I said just now, Chen Fei was appointed as the leader of
the five elements team. Zhang Xinyu, the leader of the fire team, objected
and was expelled. And that Zhang Xinyu has a good relationship with Xing
Rui, the leader of Jin team, and Xing Rui is the strongest in the five elements
team. He has always been the captain before, and originally arranged Xing
Rui to be the chief instructor, but Chen Fei robbed him of his position. "

"What's the matter?" The second daughter asked casually.

Seeing this, Tan Shan wanted to comfort the second daughter and said in a
voice, "you don't have to be too nervous. My family said that Chen Fei had a
good temper and would not retaliate against us at will. Moreover, Chen Fei
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himself should have something to deal with recently, so he should have no
time to manage us. "At this time, the second daughter was silent for a while.
She was worried and afraid. She was worried. For a moment, she didn't know
what to do.

Wen Yan, Han Yu and Luo Shuang are stunned. They didn't expect that the
promotion of brother Jian was entrusted to Chen Fei.

Tan Shan continued, "moreover, Zhang Xinyu, the former leader of the fire
team of the five elements team, had a conflict with Chen Fei because he
opposed Chen Fei's becoming an instructor, and was directly defeated and
expelled by him. Now he has left the Linglong organization. Because of this,
brother Han Jianjian, who is the vice captain of the fire team, was promoted
to the leader of the fire team. "

"What, chief instructor of the five elements team? That, that doesn't mean it's
brother Jian's immediate superior. No wonder brother Jian was so surprised.

Tan Shan then looked serious and said in a voice: "I asked my family about it.
Chen Fei just went to Linglong headquarters two days ago, and was
appointed as the chief instructor of the five elements team by deputy director
mu of Linglong organization."

"What?" The second daughter frowned.

Tan Shan came back, took a deep breath, and then said in a voice: "that, that
Chen Fei, is really powerful."

"Ah Shan, why are you stunned? Say it quickly!" Two female urges a way.

Chen Ziling shook his head and said, "No. Brother, I'm fine. "
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Chen Fei looked at Chen Ziling and said in a deep voice, "Ziling, do you
have something on your mind? Can you talk to me?"

"Brother, I --" Chen Ziling hesitated and looked at Chen Fei. For a moment,
she didn't know how to speak.

Chapter 1376

Chen Fei said: "recently, you seem to have changed a little. Especially for
Luo Feng, before you completely to his true color, but recently frequently
accept his invitation, and he is very close. But you said to me, you don't like
Luofeng at all. I want to know, why? "

"I, I -" Chen Ziling hesitated and did not know how to speak.

Chen Fei rubbed Chen Ziling's head and said softly, "is there anything else to
hide in front of my brother? Besides, if you say it, I can help you think about
it. Maybe it can be solved faster, right? "

When introducing Chen Ziling, Luo Feng's voice was a little happy. He kept
looking at his father and grandfather. He seemed to want to see their attitude
towards Chen Ziling.
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Then he introduced Chen Fei and Chen Ziling, "grandfather, father, second
uncle. This is Mr. Chen Fei that I told you about. This is Mr. Chen's sister and
my classmate, Chen Ziling. "

After several people sat down, Luo Feng immediately introduced Chen Fei
and Chen Ziling, "Mr. Chen, Chen Ziling. This is my grandfather
luodongfang, this is my father luobeiling, this is my second uncle Luobeihe

Behind the old man were two middle-aged men in their 40s and 50s. One
looks calm in a suit, while the other looks young in luxury casual clothes.

Immediately, they saw Chen Fei carrying an old man in a blue robe and
slowly came out.

Luo Feng immediately got up and went up. Chen Fei and Chen Ziling also
put down their cups and stood up with a smile on their face.

A few minutes later, a servant announced, "the master is coming!"

While drinking tea, we chatted a few words.

When I came to the living room, someone had already sent me hot tea.

The Luo family is worthy of being a first-class family in the capital.
Although they are rich, they are not decorated like upstarts. On the contrary,
they are simple and elegant, with the flavor of ancient Chinese literati, which
makes people look very comfortable.
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The car stops outside the courtyard. Luo Feng greets him with a smile, and
then takes Chen Fei and Chen Ziling into the courtyard of the Luo family.

As a first-class family in Beijing, the Luo family naturally lives in a huge
house with an area of thousands of square meters instead of an ordinary
place. The retro green brick and red tile decoration gives people a sense of
simplicity and massiveness.

So, one day later, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling came to Luo's home together.

Luo Feng smell speech, immediately overjoyed, full mouth agreed to come
down.

The next day, Chen Fei called Luo Feng and proposed that he wanted to visit
Luo's family. At the same time, he explained that he might have something to
do and need Luo's help.

"Well, I know. Thank you, brother! " Chen Ziling leaned against Chen Fei's
arms, gently rubbed his head, narrowed his eyes, and showed a smile at the
corner of his mouth, like a happy kitten.

Chen Fei rubbed Chen Ziling's head with a smile and said, "in the future, if
anything happens, don't be stuffy in your heart. Tell me. I'll help you solve it,
OK? "

"I - er - brother, I listen to you." After hesitation, Chen Ziling finally nodded
and agreed.

Chen Fei said: "Ziling, don't worry. It's good to have a try. Even if we don't
succeed, we won't lose much! "
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"But, but --" Chen Ziling hesitated.

"Ah - so!" Chen feidun for a while, and then said, "I have a good relationship
with Luo Feng. How about this? I'll take you directly to Luo's house and
make clear our requirements. See if the Luo family can reveal some relevant
clues. "

Chen Ziling shook his head and said, "I've inquired about it, but Luofeng
doesn't seem to know it very well. Moreover, it involves the secrets of the
Luo family. They don't seem to want to mention it."

Chen Fei said: "then why don't you talk to Luo Feng directly? Go to Luo's
house and ask him."

Chen Ziling shook his head and said, "I, I don't know. Originally, I wanted to
make a slow investigation by contacting Luofeng. But now, when I get in
touch with him, it seems that there will be misunderstanding and trouble. So,
I, I can't help it. "

After a moment of silence, Chen Fei said, "now, what are you going to do?"

Hearing this, Chen Fei understood why Ziling suddenly changed during this
period of time.

"It's just that the investigation can't go on. I broke the clue, so I wanted to
open a breakthrough from Luofeng and find out about my mother. " Chen
Ziling said.
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Chen Ziling nodded and said, "yes, it has something to do with Luo Feng. Or
to be exact, there should be a relationship between my mother and the Luo
family. "

Chen Fei listened to Chen Ziling's words, and then said: "the information you
have investigated has something to do with Luo Feng?"

"And this time, I ran away from home and came down from tianwu
mountain. It's because I found some information about my parents that I want
to investigate in Beijing. "

Chen Ziling shook his head and said in a voice: "three years ago, master, he
drove that man away. I knew he didn't want me to know this. So, I kept it
from him to investigate my parents. I don't want to make him angry or sad.
""Well, old man, does he know?" Chen Fei asked.

Originally, Chen Fei thought it was just an episode. Unexpectedly, Chen
Ziling kept this thing in mind, and secretly investigated his parents' affairs.

But three years ago, it seems that someone found Chen Ziling and revealed
something about her parents. However, at that time, he was stopped by the
old man, and things didn't go on.

Chen Fei did not want to find his parents. He also thinks that Chen Ziling,
like himself, doesn't care about his parents.

He and Chen Ziling are both orphans adopted by the old man. They have
lived with the old man since childhood and don't know about their parents.

"What Hearing this, Chen Fei couldn't help but be surprised.
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Chen Ziling took a deep breath, then looked at Chen Fei and said in a voice:
"brother, actually, I'm close to Luo Feng to investigate my parents' affairs."

"Well, you say, I'm listening!" Chen Fei nodded.

"Er --" Chen Ziling was silent for a while, then nodded as if he had made up
his mind, looked at Chen Fei and said in a voice, "brother, you're right. I
shouldn't have kept it from you. I'll tell you about it. "

After the introduction, Chen Fei took the initiative to say hello: "boy Chen
Fei, I've met Mr. Luo Lao, Mr. luobeiling and Mr. Luobeihe. Thank you for
letting us come here! "

Chen Ziling also followed to greet immediately.

Luo Dongfang nodded and said with a smile, "you're welcome, Mr. Chen. Mr.
Chen is young, promising and powerful. He is a man of the moment in the
capital. It's our luck to come to our Luo family. "
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Chapter 1377

Luobeiling immediately said with a smile: "my family feng'er has told me a
lot about Mr. Chen. I admire all those big things."

But Luobei River, looked at Chen Fei, snorted, turned his head, did not speak.

Chen Fei didn't care. After all, Luobei river is luoshuang's father. He had a
conflict with luoshuang at the siheyuan party. It's normal for him not to like
himself.

Even Luobei River frowned and looked surprised at the moment.

"Autumn health wine is the product of Xiaochen company. This -- "the old
man was surprised.

Luo Feng continued: "autumn group is not well-known, but I say one thing,
grandfather, you must know. Mr. Chen made the autumn wine himself

"Autumn group - this, seems to have no impression?" Luo Lao frowned.

Luo Feng is full of self-confidence, and says in a voice: "grandfather, Mr.
Chen is not only a doctor of medicine. He also opened a company in Beijing,
autumn group. "
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At the moment, even Luo Dongfang can't help looking at Luo Feng.

"Xiaofeng, I know you want to help your friend. But that's too much of a
boast! " Luobei river.

Luo Feng continued: "second uncle, to some extent, Mr. Chen's health pills
are not much different from the elixir."

"A pharmacy can only prove that he is a doctor. But this health preserving
pill is too effective! It's just like the elixir in mythology. " Luobei river is still
in doubt.

Luo Feng nodded and said, "it's the chengyaoguan."

"Chengyao hall, defeated the Chengyao Hall of jiangjiajiang hall?" Lao Luo
has heard of this name, and he can't help but be surprised.

Luo Feng said: "uncle, you don't know something. Besides being a teacher in
our school, Mr. Chen is also a doctor. In recent months, Mr. Chen's pharmacy
is the one that has been popular in the capital

"Is it true that he took it out? Why? " Luobei river.

Without waiting for Chen Fei to explain, Luo Feng anxiously began to
explain to Chen Fei, "grandfather, maybe it sounds a little untrue, but if it's
the medicine Mr. Chen took out, it must be true!"
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Luo Dongfang is also one Leng at the moment, looking at Chen Fei's eyes
with a little doubt.

"Besides, extending life by a year or two. I'm afraid that even those national
medical masters who treat the noble people in the red wall can't guarantee it. I
don't know how Mr. Chen Fei can be more powerful than those national
medical masters? " Luobei river looks at Chen Fei with a tone of doubt.

But at this time, Luobei River sneered, stopped in front of Chen Fei, with a
bad smile on his face, and said: "strengthen the body, prolong life, cure all
diseases. Why do I sound like a Street swindler? "

Luo laowen, with a smile on his face, was ready to take the bottle.

Luo Feng nodded his head and said, "this health preserving pill is elaborately
refined by using special formula and collecting 77 49 kinds of valuable
Chinese medicines."

Hearing this, the old man couldn't help looking at it. His expression was a
little excited. "So magical?"

Chen Fei explained with a smile: "Lao Luo, this is a health pill that I made
myself. It has the effect of strengthening body and prolonging life. Some of
the body's small problems, dizziness, insomnia and other problems, as long as
you take one, can be solved. If you take it for a long time, it should not be a
problem to prolong your life by one or two years. "

"This is --" Luo Lao looked at the jade bottle, with the color of inquiry.

Seeing this, Chen Fei knew that it was not so easy. Fortunately, he had
expected this kind of situation for a long time. At this time, he didn't panic.
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He took out a jade bottle and said to Lao Luo, "Lao Luo, we are very grateful
that the Luo family can let us be guests. For this reason, I specially prepared a
small gift, and asked Luo Lao not to dislike it. "

The old man frowned and did not speak, as if hesitating.

"Luo Feng, you are still young. There are some things that are not so easy to
distinguish." Luobei river is still aimed at Chen Fei and Chen Ziling.

"Second uncle, you are serious. I know Mr. Chen and Miss Chen, they can't
be bad people. " Luo Fengdao.

"I'm really just looking up the information! But if there are other purposes,
it's hard to say. After all, although our Luo family is friendly with people,
they are not without enemies. " The Luobei River makes a sound.

At this time, luobeiling said: "Dad, it's not bad to go into the ancestral hall.
Besides, when Xiao Chen goes in, he just looks at some information. Let
Xiaofeng accompany you. It should be OK. "

Old Luo frowned slightly, as if hesitating.

Luobei river said: "the ancestral hall of the Luo family is the place where our
ancestors are worshipped. Dad, it doesn't seem good to let outsiders in at
will! "

Hearing this, Luo Dongfang's expression was slightly surprised, "are you
going to my Luo ancestral hall?"
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The ancestral hall of the Luo family is not only the ancestral hall dedicated to
ancestors, but also the library of the Luo family, which contains some old
materials of the Luo family.

Chen Fei didn't speak. Luo Feng said at the moment: "grandfather, the person
Ziling is looking for has some privacy. So, they can find it by themselves. We
just need to open our ancestral hall of the Luo family and let them look
through the information. ""It's not a big deal to find someone! Why don't I
send someone to help us find out? " Head to the East.

"Thank you, Mr. Luo!" Chen Fei bowed his hand to thank him, then said in a
voice, "Lao Luo, this is what happened. Shemei has been looking for a
person. Now she has some clues on hand and leads her to Luo's house. So she
wants to ask Luo to help and find out according to the clues. "

Luo's family obviously knows what to ask for help. There is no accident.
Luo's old man said with a smile: "Xiao Chen, you are Luo Feng's friend. If
you have anything, just ask. As long as my family can do it, we will help. "

So, after a few polite words, Chen Fei didn't hesitate. He called his name
directly and said, "Lao Luo, I'm here with my sister. There's something I want
to ask Lao Luo to help me."

Now, just deal with the old man Luo Dongfang. As for the attitude of Luobei
River, it doesn't matter much.

Chen Fei also said: "Luolao, autumn health wine is really my product. And
this health pill is the variety of health preserving wine in the autumn, or the
essence version of health preserving wine, which is more than 10 times better
than the ordinary autumn health wine.
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Hearing this, Luo Lao was really excited. You know, autumn health wine is
popular in Beijing, he has tasted it naturally, and he has really felt the effect
of autumn health wine.

The effect of this health preserving pill is more than ten times that of health
preserving wine. It may be true that it can prolong one or two years of life.

Chapter 1378

Luo Lao came down from his seat at the moment and was about to pick up
the health pills.

Seeing this, Luobei river could not help frowning, and said in a voice: "what
he said now is only one side of his words. It's better to be cautious about
drugs and things like that. "

Luo Feng took a look at his second uncle. His voice cooled down and said:
"second uncle, in terms of safety, I don't think I need to worry about it."

"If you really offend Xing Rui, it's a big trouble. We Luo family, had better
not touch
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"Xing Rui is a famous warrior in the younger generation. He has the strength
of the prefecture level later stage. He is the leader of the Linglong gold team.
He also ranks seventh in the Qianlong list. He is a real expert!"

"How can I offend the Xing family? It's really in big trouble!"

After hearing this, all the people in the Luo family could not help but be
surprised, with an incredible color on their faces.

Immediately, Luo frost will find out what happened, quickly told out.

Luo frost eyes firm way: "big uncle, cousin, I don't talk nonsense.". This is a
true fact. The story is like this. Chen Fei Finally, he offended Xing Rui. As
we all know, Xing Rui is a member of the Xing family in Beijing. "

………

"It's impossible! Don't talk nonsense, Rosanna

"How can Mr. Chen get involved with the Xing family?"

"The Xing family in the hidden family? How could it be

By Luo frost so a mention, several people immediately all startled, the color
that peeps out amazement on the face.

Luo Shuang said: "uncle, it's the Xing family who is very low-key in our
capital. Behind that stands the Xing family of the hidden family. "
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"Xing family, what Xing family?" Luobeiling didn't know which Xing family
it was for a while.

Luo Shuang took a breath and said in a voice: "grandfather, uncle, Dad. If we
let that Chen Fei into our Luo ancestral hall, then we will offend the Xing
family. "

In the small room, Luo Lao looks at Luo Shuang and says in a deep voice:
"Shuang Er, tell me, what's the matter?"

Immediately, Luo family several people left the living room, went to the side
a small room.

"It's OK, Mr. Luo, please help yourself!" Chen Fei nodded.

Then the old man took a look at Chen Fei and said with a little apology,
"Xiao Chen, I'm really sorry. Just a moment, please

"This --" the old man hesitated slightly, finally nodded and said, "OK, let
Shuanger talk about it. What's the matter?"

Luoshuang's father Luobei River, looked at his daughter, and then said: "Dad,
Shuanger is not a fool. Since she said so, there must be a reason. Let's listen
to her talk about it. "

"Luo Shuang, you are still talking nonsense. Go down Luobeiling began to
drink.
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At this time, Luo Shuang's face was low. She held Luo's sleeve tightly and
continued: "grandfather, I'm not a fool. I mean really, if we let them go to our
Luo ancestral hall, it will really bring trouble to our Luo family, and it's still a
big trouble. "

Obviously, Luo Lao also regards Luo Shuang's words as a little girl's
playfulness, and doesn't care much.

Hearing the old appearance, Luo Yan nodded. Immediately patted Luo Frost's
hand, said: "frost son, grandfather now has business to do, your business,
wait to talk about."

At this time, Luo Feng immediately made a sound and explained to Lao Luo,
"grandfather, when we went out to a party a few days ago. Luoshuang and
Mr. Chen have some small friction. Luoshuang has some misunderstanding
and dissatisfaction with Mr. Chen. So, what's going on now -- "

luobeiling frowned and said," luoshuang, Mr. Chen is a distinguished guest of
the Luo family. Don't be petty and fool around here. "

"Trouble?" This time, Luo Lao can't help but frown and show his puzzled
color.

But Luo Shuang's face was firm. She grabbed Luo's sleeve and said,
"grandfather, don't let that Chen Fei go to my ancestral hall! That will bring a
lot of trouble to our Luo family. "

After all, health pills are very attractive to the old man, so the old man didn't
take Luo Shuang's words to heart. He was ready to talk about the end of Chen
Fei's affair with his granddaughter.
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Luo old at the moment also voice way: "frost son, have God what matter,
wait for you to say with me again.". Send me to Chen's ancestral hall first

Luobeiling also said in a deep voice: "luoshuang, this is our adult's business.
Don't butt in."

"What are you doing, Rosanna?" Luo Feng frowned at this time and said in a
low voice.

Luo Shuang smell speech, saw Chen Fei and Chen Ziling one eye, then voice
way: "grandfather, I mean, can't let them two go to our Luo ancestral temple."

At this time, Luo heard his granddaughter's voice. He couldn't help showing
his curiosity and asked, "frost, what do you mean by what you said just
now?"

Seeing Luo Shuang, Luo Feng, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling can't help but
frown at the same time, with a worried look on their faces.

In the eyes of the crowd, an 18-year-old girl trotted out. Chen Fei fixed his
eyes and found that the girl was no other than Luo Shuang, whom he met at
the Party of siheyuan a few days ago.This cry made everyone in the living
room look at it.

But just as they were about to leave, a clear voice suddenly burst into the
living room, "no, grandfather, we can't let them go to our Luo ancestral hall!"

Chen Fei and Chen Ziling are overjoyed and express their gratitude to the old
man. Then they are led by Luo Feng to go to the ancestral hall of the Luo
family.
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The old man put away the health pills, and then after a warm greeting, he
agreed to let Chen Fei and Chen Ziling go to the ancestral hall of the Luo
family to look up the information.

Even the Luobei River, which has been deliberately nitpicking, can't say the
credit of Mahuang oral liquid. Can only frown on one side, not happy to see
the old man himself down from the seat, and Chen Fei warm conversation.

Luo Lao now full of smile, said: "Xiao Chen for the country and the people to
make such contributions, I believe him!"

………

"It's ephedra. I know it's a life-saving drug."

"Special contribution award, that's a very rare award!"

Hearing this, all the Luo family members present were shocked.

"Mr. Chen won the" special contribution award "because he developed
Mahuang oral liquid and authorized the formulation of the oral liquid to the
health department for free, saving hundreds of thousands or even millions of
lives in China."

Luo Feng said: "Mr. Chen is not an ordinary businessman. He is also the
winner of our Huaxia" special contribution award ", which was personally
signed and issued by director Qi of the food and drug administration."

"Why not worry! Today's businessmen can't do anything for profit. " Luobei
river is not happy.
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………

Several people in the Luo family talked about it one after another with
excited expression.

Old Luo frowned and said nothing, and his expression sank down.

Chapter 1379

Luo Feng was a little worried and explained to Chen Fei, "grandfather, don't
tell me whether it's true or not. Even if it's true, Mr. Chen Fei's strength is
definitely not inferior to that of Xing Rui. Even Mr. Chen's strength is more
powerful than that of Xing Rui! "

After all, Luo Feng has seen Chen Fei show his strength. Moreover, when he
destroyed the Xia family, Chen Fei was accompanied by situ Kong, who was
in the middle stage of the prefecture level, and Bai Zhao, who was in the later
stage of the prefecture level. Later, he accepted the Black God, who was in
the middle stage of the prefecture level.

This kind of lineup strength has been more powerful than many big families.
And so many experts to Chen Fei Chenfu, Chen Fei's strength and
background, absolutely not so simple.
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Luo frost also a pair of schadenfreude appearance, "you continue to blow it,
wait for Xing Rui back, you are finished."

Luobei River smell speech, immediately sneer a, voice way: "arrogant
ignorant guy. Offend Xing Rui, still say nothing? Do you know how strong
the Xing family is? "

Listening to luobeiling's sincere words, Chen Fei couldn't help feeling a little
strange and said: "I'm just an instructor. I don't offend Xing Rui. Besides,
even if I offend him, I still don't have to be afraid of him with my strength.
Mr. Luo, you may be worried too much. "

"Mr. Chen, you'd better go to Xing's home to apologize and admit your
mistake now. Maybe you can recover some before things get worse."

Chen Feigang wanted to say something. At this time, luobeiling said to Chen
Fei in a deep voice: "Mr. Chen, this is not a matter of remuneration. It's that
you have offended Xing Rui and the Xing family. It's a little troublesome. "

Lao Luo shook his head and said, "it's not a matter of skill. We, the Luo
family, can't agree to this. "

"This -" Chen Fei was surprised and asked, "Lao Luo, why? If the Luo family
thinks my sincerity is not enough, I can add another bottle of health pills. Or
any other medicine, or even martial arts, as long as you speak! "
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Luo Lao said in a voice: "Mr. Chen, I'm really sorry. Our Luo family can't
agree to your premise. So, take back this health preserving pill. "

Chen Fei saw the jade vase and said, "Lao Luo, what does that mean?"

Old Luo sighed and then waved. Suddenly, someone under his command sent
Chen Fei a jade bottle containing health pills.

Chen Fei's words seem not to like, but in Luolao, they sound like thunder,
which makes their faces more and more ugly.

Hearing this, Chen Fei felt a little strange and said with a smile, "Xing Rui
was not among the Linglong at that time. I didn't discuss with him. Besides,
my instructor is appointed by deputy director Mu himself. There is no need to
discuss with Xing Rui as a team leader! "

"This --" hearing this, Luo Lao's face became more and more heavy. He took
a deep breath and continued to ask, "Mr. Chen, have you discussed with Xing
Rui, the leader of the five elements team and the gold team, about your being
elected as an instructor?"

"It's true!" Chen Fei nodded again.

Smell speech, Luo old nod, and two sons looked at each other, continue to
ask, "in the process of elected instructor, Mr. Chen and fire team of Zhang
Xinyu had a conflict, also expelled him from Linglong."

"Er --" Chen Fei was stunned, a little surprised, and then nodded, "it's true.
I've just been an instructor for a few days."
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"Well!" Luo nodded, then looked at Chen Fei and said, "did Mr. Chen
become the instructor of Linglong five elements team a few days ago?"

Luo Lao's strange tone and gloomy cheek made Chen Fei frown gently. But
still immediately bow hand way: "Luo old please, I certainly know
everything."

Luo nodded gently, then said: "Chen Fei, I have some questions, I want to
verify with you, I hope you can tell the truth."

Chen Fei and Chen Ziling immediately get up, see Luo old several people's
face some strange, immediately in the heart clapping for a while, feel some
not good. However, Chen Fei still bowed his hand to Lao Luo and said, "Lao
Luo!"

Then, a few people out of the small room, back to the living room.

Luo Lao Wen Yan, the facial expression slightly improved some, pause for a
while, nod a way: "talk with small Chen again!"

Luobeiling also said in a voice: "Dad, Xiaofeng is right. First of all, let's not
scare ourselves. Let's have a good talk with Xiao Chen and see what he says!
"

Seeing this, Luo Feng said anxiously, "grandfather, things are not as bad as
we think. We'd better calm down and have a long-term plan."

Luo old listen to these words, the expression on the face is more and more
gloomy, originally hold in the hands of health pills, now also put on the side
of the wooden table.
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Luobei River also immediately made a sound to help his daughter: "yes, this
kind of thing, you can't take chances. After all, if Chen Fei is really allowed
to enter the secret place like our Luo ancestral hall, in the eyes of outsiders,
our relationship must be extraordinary. The Xing family is blaming it. We
can't explain it at all! "

"Besides, even if you are right. But how can we take risks in this kind of
thing. Even if it's only one in ten thousand, we can't take chances. " Luo
Shuang said.

"This -" Luo Feng had nothing to say.

Luo Shuang said in a voice: "cousin, you are deceiving yourself. Xing Rui is
competitive. Who in our circle doesn't know. Do you think he will not be
angry when he learns that his position as an instructor has been robbed and
his good friend has been expelled by Chen Fei? ""This -" Luo Feng was
speechless for a moment, because he also knew that the hidden family was
too terrible, and his Luo family was no match. Therefore, he could only
explain, "Chen Fei and Xing Rui have met each other. Just because of an
instructor, it's far fetched to say that he has offended Xing Rui and the Xing
family! Maybe Xing Rui doesn't care about this kind of thing at all. "

"Besides, even if his martial arts strength is better than that of Xing Rui, it's
useless. Behind Xing Rui is the hidden family, which is a huge thing, but our
Luo family can't match. How can Chen Fei fight against the Xing family? "
Asked ZhiBei Luohe.

However, without waiting for Luofeng to say what he thought, Luobei River
hums coldly and retorts: "Luofeng, you are talking nonsense! Can Chen Fei
compare with Xing Rui? Don't be kidding
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Old Luo sighed, then shook his head, with an appearance of not wanting to
speak much.

Chen Fei is puzzled. At this time, Luo Feng comes to him and quickly
explains the background of Xing Rui and the Xing family.

After hearing this, Chen Fei frowned slightly, then looked at Lao Luo and
said in a voice, "Lao Luo, if you are worried about the Revenge of the hidden
family, you don't have to. I'm not afraid of this hermit family. Even if they do,
I have the strength to repel them. "

Chapter 1380

Hearing this, Luo shook his head and ignored Chen Fei. He waved his hand
and said, "Mr. Chen, please go back!"

Luobeiling also said in a voice: "Xiaofeng, send Mr. Chen to them."

"Old Luo, I --" Chen Fei also wanted to explain, but the other party was not
interested in listening to his own words, so he turned directly.

At the same time, in the sky star bar, although it is only evening, the sunset
has not dissipated, but the whole bar is noisy.
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………

Thinking of this, Chen Fei immediately adjusted his direction and drove to
the "man Tian Xing" bar.

He knows that Meng Yu has a strong temperament, and is definitely not the
kind of indulgent girl. It's even more impossible to go out with people during
working hours. There must be a problem.

After hearing this, Chen Fei became more and more worried.

Until now, Xu Qinghe issued an order to find Meng Yu in Qinghe gang.
When the younger brother saw the news, he remembered what happened
before, so he quickly reported it to Xu Qinghe and then passed it to Chen Fei.

Qinghe helps the younger brother to see Meng Yu and the young man enter
the sky star bar. He thinks Meng Yu is talking about her boyfriend. He and
the other party come here to stimulate and relax. He doesn't take it seriously
and leaves immediately.

This bar is quite famous on the street of western suburb bar. It is not only
large in area and luxurious in decoration, but also more importantly, it is a
well-known "sex bar" for many customers. There are many handsome men
and beautiful women. It is a good place for many people to hunt for beauty
and seek stimulation.
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After Meng Di and the young man quietly left, they followed. It turns out that
Meng Yu and the young man went to a bar called "man Tian Xing" in the
western suburbs.

Because Chen Fei orders Xu Qinghe to take care of Qiuqiu group, his
younger brother is familiar with Meng Yu, the manager secretary of Qiuqiu
group.

At noon today, a younger brother of Qinghe gang saw Meng Yu and a young
man come out of the five-star hotel.

More than ten minutes later, before Chen Fei arrived at the branch office,
news came from Xu Qinghe, with Meng Yu's clue.

Chen Fei's request, Xu Qinghe naturally dare not neglect, immediately busy
up. Chen Fei drove from school to the branch office.

After getting through the phone, Chen Fei said the matter quickly, and then
sent Meng Yu's photo to Xu Qinghe, asking him to start looking for someone
immediately.

After all, when it comes to finding people, the local snakes like Xu Qinghe
are sometimes more effective than the big families like Luo and Zhong.

Now, Chen Fei wants him to start his men to find Meng Yu's trace.

Xu Qinghe is one of the leaders of the branch company. He set up a Qinghe
gang. Chen Fei accepted Xu Qinghe in the fight against counterfeit health
wine.

After Chen Fei finished the call, he immediately dialed Xu Qinghe.
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"Yes, Mr. Chen!" The other party answered and hung up.

"What Chen Fei's face sank and his eyes became cold. After a moment's
silence, Chen Fei calmed himself down and said, "you should continue to
contact Secretary Meng. As soon as you have any news, please inform me
immediately, and call the police for the time being. I'll arrange for someone. "

"The place originally agreed to negotiate was the five-star hotel not far from
the company. But we called to ask. The hotel said that Secretary Meng left
before noon, and she left with a young man. We can't find out exactly where
we went. "

Hearing this, Chen Fei was also a little anxious, and even said: "where is the
negotiation place? Give me their information about who they are. "

"Secretary Meng went to talk business early this morning. But she hasn't
come back until evening. What's more, when we called her, it turned off. We
are a little worried, so - "

" a few days ago, the company received a large order from a new customer,
saying that it would order one million health wine. What's more, the other
Party pointed out that he wanted Secretary Meng to negotiate this matter. "

Chen Fei a listen, immediately frowned, "Meng rain can't contact?"? What's
going on? "

On the other end of the phone, there was a worried voice, "Mr. Chen,
Secretary Meng has been out to talk business for more than half a day, and
we can't get in touch with her by phone. The manager asked, "do you want to
call the police?"
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That day, Chen Fei, who was preparing for class, received a call from the
branch of autumn group, "Hello, this is Chen Fei. What can I do for you?"

In the next few days, Chen Fei wanted to ask Luo Feng about the situation,
but Luo Feng couldn't get through the phone, and he didn't come to school, so
Chen Fei had to put things on hold.

………

"Well!" Chen Ziling smiles and nods to Chen Fei.

Seeing this, Chen Fei comforted: "Ziling, it's OK. We can always find clues
when we think about other ways later. It's no big deal. It's definitely effective
to move the old man's name out at that time. "

Back at Jingcheng University, Chen Ziling bowed her head and said nothing,
with a dull expression.

Immediately, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling leave Luo's house by car.Chen Fei
laughed and said, "it's OK. You're not to blame for this. Looking back, let's
think about it ourselves. "

At the moment, outside Luo's courtyard, Luo Feng sends Chen Fei and Chen
Ziling into the car, apologizing, "Mr. Chen, Ziling, I'm really sorry. I didn't
expect things to be like this? I will try my best to persuade my grandfather to
agree. "

"All right!" Luo Dongfang nodded and then turned back.
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Seeing this, Luobei River quickly comforted him: "Dad, it's no pity. When I
get back, I'll go to the imperial hospital and ask them to help you prepare a
health pill. "

Instead, Luo Lao sighed and looked like a pity, "it's a pity that the health pill
has been taken."

Luo Shuang also sneered: "see how long he can be arrogant, Xing Rui will be
back soon."

In the house, the Luo family looks at Chen Fei's back as he leaves. Luobei
River sneers and sighs, saying: "the ignorant and arrogant guy has offended
the hermit family, and he's not afraid of talking. It's ridiculous."

In desperation, Chen Fei and Chen Ziling had to leave.

The flickering light is accompanied by a strong faint, coupled with the smell
of alcohol in the air, which makes people feel more exciting. One by one,
they twist their bodies madly with music and alcohol.

Some hot men and women, it is no scruple to stick together, in public kissing
intimacy up, causing people around to issue a voice.

In this warm atmosphere, a 30-year-old man with earrings on his ears at the
bar, dressed up in fashion and even enchanting, looks at the bustling crowd in
the bar with a smile on his lips.
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